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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As a society, we are moving into a future where every one of us can become a "Prosumer", that is, both consuming 
and producing energy with our solar, batteries and electric vehicles.  Similarly, with the electrification of everything 
almost all industries will be involved in the production and storing  of electricity. 

Enosi Australia Pty Ltd is bringing a software solution to market that enables this Prosumer bi-directional trading 
future.  The platform is live and Enosi has partnered with licensed retailers to bring consumer choice to the market, 
offering households the option of selling excess solar energy to friends, family and the community. As part of this the 
Platform allows any person or organisation to form a Community Energy Group.

Community Energy Groups  Electrification of Everything

• Companies involved in the clean energy arena;
• Solar Farm operators wanting direct access to

retail market;
• Local government and community groups;
• Property developers and managers;
• Electric Vehicle and Battery companies.

All have interest in aggregating demand for energy, 
sharing clean energy, or allowing their members to 
optimise when they buy and sell energy.     

As a large proportion of carbon fuels are replaced 
by battery technology tied to clean energy and electric 
vehicles it is estimated the electricity market will grow 
from $US1.6T to over $US5T. Transportation, heating 
and industrial processes will all be electrified. 

“Everything that can be electrified, will be.” {GreenBiz 
Group May 2018}

These electrified sectors will all be able to produce, 
store and consume energy. They need to be able to 
trade.

This paper is published by the Enosi Group. The content of this paper remains the property of the Enosi Group
and is subject to copyright laws. No part of this publication may be reproduced without written permission of the Enosi Group.
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The Platform
The Platform treats energy as a widely tradeable commodity and will automatically seek to maximise the economic value for Prosumers buying and 
selling their energy. The Platform has the following capabilities and features:  

1. Over the Grid Peer to Peer (P2P) energy trading
2. Simplicity – trades are easy to set and monitor;
3. Neo Retailers can aggregate demand for electricity.
4. Reduced risks and hedging costs for Energy Retailers.

The future for the Platform is Wholesale integration and Prosumer Algorithmic Trading. T Enosi Apps will optimise the Prosumers’ 
transactions direct with grid operators or via wholesale trading market access;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electricity is the bedrock of our civilisation, providing for our cooking, heating, cooling, lighting, manufacturing, education, 
entertainment and even our transport. Access to energy services is essential to modern society and global development.1 And yet 
quality access to energy is out of reach for many populations. Access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy is vital 
to reaching all other UN Sustainable Development Goals and critical for many countries to meet their climate change mitigation 
targets2. Globally, 53% of people have limited access to electricity, with 1.2 billion having no access at all, and a further 2.8 billion 
rely on wood or other biomass to cook and heat their homes3.

To provide for the world’s growing energy needs that underpin our societal and technological progress, Enosi believes that we 
need affordable, reliable and sustainable energy for everyone. Given the large populations that have yet to be given access to 
energy, and the challenges that climate change poses to our collective well being, a business-as-usual approach will not suffice to 
achieve these goals. 

The main reason for this is that today’s $1.6 Trillion global electricity market is a legacy of regulated business models and 
centralised electro-technical design. The grid today is powered by large centralised fossil fuel power plants and energy is supplied 
by big incumbent utilities to consumers. Consumers have little say over the price of power or where it is generated and are 
now burdened with an outdated, heavily regulated electricity industry in most parts of the world - with minimal competition 
and innovation. In countries where retail energy competition has been introduced, the markets have quickly consolidated 
towards oligopolies, driven purely by scale economies rather than product innovation, and posing significant scaling barriers 
for new entrants. The result is costs continue to rise despite the emergence of lower cost new generation sources. In Australia 
retail electricity prices have doubled over the past decade4. After decades of technological advance this basic need is becoming less 
affordable for all. In fact, in 2016 81% of Australian consumers rated electricity as the greatest cost of living concern5.

The emergence of rooftop solar as the lowest cost form of new generation6 should be a game changer, reducing costs and putting 
choice into the hands of consumers and communities. Furthermore large scale solar farms and wind farms, with increasing battery 
storage efficiencies are leading to the Electrification of Everything. Fossil fuels are being replaced by energy generated via 
cleaner technologies and batteries.  It is estimated that the electricity market grow from this $1.6 Trillion to over $5 Trillion over 
the next 15 to 20 years (based on 50% of the fossil fuel market becoming electrified).  This growth comes from the 
electrification of heat, transport and industrial processes, the uptake of electric vehicles and the increase in air conditioning 
globally.  The biggest characteristic of this rapidly changing energy landscape is the emergence of the Prosumer - households and 
businesses that both generate and consume electricity.  Chances are all of us will either have solar, batteries and electric vehicles, or 
be able to control through smart devices when we use electricity. 

To cater for this Prosumer, and indeed cater for the billions of people with limited or no electricity,  we require an entirely new 
paradigm about how we generate, transport, store and sell electricity in order to transition away from outdated technologies, 
business models and regulatory frameworks. 
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1. PVPS Annual Report 2017
https://www.iea-pvps.org/index.php?id=6&eID=dam_frontend_push&docID=4384

2. CHOICE Consumer Pulse: Australians Attitudes to Cost of Living 2015 - 2016, July 2016 
https://www.choice.com.au/~/media/39d94cb1e9e040ad94a458ac43da06e8.ashx?la=en

3. Access to Energy Services in a Human Rights Framework, Adrian J Bradbrook Bonython Professor of Law, University of Adelaide, Australia 
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/sdissues/energy/op/parliamentarian_forum/bradbrook_hr.pdf 

4. SE4All Report, The World Bank http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/energy/publication/Global-Tracking-Framework-Report

http://www.iea-pvps.org/index.php?id=6&eID=dam_frontend_push&docID=4384
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2. GLOBAL PROBLEM
There is an urgent and growing need for widespread and rapid disruption of the energy industry. The rising direct cost and finite 
lifetime of fossil fuels coupled with the rising impacts of climate change threatens our world. In the developing world, a 
centralised approach to electricity generation and distribution is unlikely to meet the cost, speed, and sustainability requirements 
that this energy transition demands.

The existing energy industry is highly centralised and is dominated by a small number of incumbents that wield 
oligopolistic control, and are either not incentivised or not capable of responding to the need to transition to lower cost, 
decentralised and more sustainable energy sources. Although in some markets deregulation has begun, monopolistic 
and oligopolistic control remains across generation, transport, and selling of electricity to the end consumer. The barriers 
to entry for new, innovative players often remain insurmountable.

Figure 2.1: Typical structure of electricity retail supply in deregulated markets.

6. Australian Energy Regulator, Consumer Information Session: The Building Block Model 
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20information%20session%20one%20-%20Overview%20of%20building%20block%20framework%20-%2030%20November%
202017.pdf

This centralised model of energy, which we call Grid 1.0, has locked unnecessarily high costs into our energy supply chain. 
High cost power plants are constructed near fossil fuel sources, often requiring long transmission lines to transport energy 
to the demand. When generation is centralised it becomes natural to design radial power networks (ironically not ‘grids’ at all). 
However, such designs are unreliable, so loops and redundant circuits are constructed, further adding to the costs. More 
broadly, the networks are designed with capacity to meet demand in the worst case scenario (i.e. at peak load and with one or 
more of the redundant circuits out of service). Perhaps worst of all, network owners actually have direct financial incentive to add 
to this asset base6. 

There is growing consensus that suggests that distributed renewable energy resources are the lowest cost way of supplying 
energy, and yet this is not the default approach being pursued by the incumbents in the industry. A new model that 
favours both distributed energy resources and renewable energy will therefore not only produce a more economically efficient 
and reliable way of meeting our energy needs, but will be better for the environment too.

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20information%20session%20one%20-%20Overview%20of%20building%20block%20framework%20-%2030%20November%202017.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20information%20session%20one%20-%20Overview%20of%20building%20block%20framework%20-%2030%20November%202017.pdf
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In this more decentralised model, low cost solar generation is located close to the demand and there are potentially hundreds 
of sources available to supply local communities, while wider grid infrastructure enables energy exchange between them.

We call this future; Grid 2.0

Figure 2.2: A high level architecture for Grid 2.0. Here, the roles of wholesale procurement and retail supply have been separated. All downstream 
participants are able to trade with each other in a bi-directional manner.

Grid 2.0 capitalises on recent innovations such as the rapid cost reduction of rooftop solar electricity, intelligent Internet 
of Things appliances, low cost battery storage, and electric vehicles. These advances mean Grid 1.0 architecture is 
no longer the most cost effective approach to deliver electricity. 

Grid 2.0 will be less reliant on central command and control, but instead be based on a set of guidelines that define the standards 
and rules for interaction, and rely on clear, transparent market pricing to drive desirable market participant behaviour. This will 
improve access, lower cost and drive towards a more sustainable set of energy sources. 

The transformation to Grid 2.0 is occurring at varying rates around the world, with the slowest and most difficult transition 
being for developed countries that have already invested in extensively centralised transmission and distribution 
networks. Around the world microgrid networks are being deployed in remote communities, with distributed 
generation being used in certain cases to defer or avoid upgrading existing infrastructure.

All commodity markets are highly driven by costs and pure commodity markets can generally achieve lowest costs via increased 
competition. Therefore, to disrupt energy markets, the components of the energy supply chain must be fully commoditised. This 
will reduce the barriers to entry for new players and help to reduce monopoly rents, thereby increasing competition. 

To fully commoditise the supply chain, the prerequisite to achieving this Grid 2.0, which in turn solves many of the worlds 
energy problems described, the Prosumer needs to be able to choose when and where they sell and buy their energy. 

Enosi aims to deliver the software protocols and platform to enable this trading.
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1. Competition facilitated by low barriers to entry and access to market
2. Trusted transactive platforms that enable new participants at all levels of the value chain
3. Decentralised and affordable renewable energy generation
4. Greater regulatory confidence in the benefits of continued market deregulation

Enosi is focused on enabling these criteria by setting up a Platform that treats energy as a currency. The Platform gives control to 
the Prosumer, within the rules of the current regulatory system, and allows them to optimise where they buy and sell their energy.  
To do this Enosi is leveraging smart meter technology that digitises energy data, and combining this data with recent advances in 
distributed ledger technology to deliver:

1. A more efficient and secure transactive services platform
2. Greater access for competition throughout the value chain
3. The ability for distributed renewable generation to be accessed through community energy schemes and markets
4. Market led adoption of decentralised energy solutions

3. THE SOLUTION
In order to truly transform the energy industry to Grid 2.0, four criteria should be met: 

Underpinning this transfer of power to the Prosumer is the platform providing the protocols to allow anyone (we call them Neo-
Retailers or Neo's) to form Community Energy.  The Enosi Platform provides these Neo's a full vertical stack of energy services 
they can provide to their customers. Figure 3.1 below describes how the services required will be decoupled and integrated into the 
Enosi platform.

Grid 1.0 vs Enosi Enabled Grid 2.0

Figure 3.1: A comparison of typical deregulated retail structure in place in many markets today versus a future, Enosi enabled Grid 2.0 market 
structure.  

Enosi believes this will reduce energy costs and barriers to entry:

Enabling Competition
Increasing competition within each segment of the supply chain by building a platform and tools that enable new entrants 
to participate in the market.

Disaggregation
Separation of each segment in the electricity supply chain to allow the entry of more efficient market participants. In particular 
through separation of the customer facing, and wholesale contracting elements of current retail energy suppliers.
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Reducing Regulatory Hurdles
Lowering the regulatory and establishment hurdles for new market entrants by providing a suite of automated “retailer-
in-a-box” tools, adaptable for each region.

Lowering Servicing Costs
Lowering the overall cost to serve for new energy retailers by at least partially automating the market procurement, settlement 
and compliance functions.

Monetising Innovative Technologies
Enabling new energy retailers (neo-retailers) to provide innovative electricity supply and billing arrangements via 
distributed ledger technologies for communities and niche market segments, or as an add-on to an existing customer base, lower 
customer acquisition and support costs.

Providing Tools & Mechanisms
Developing capabilities such as P2P energy trading, encouraging and facilitating the uptake of lower cost distributed electricity 
generation.

The Enosi Platform will enable innovative energy providers to provide lower cost community based energy schemes, without 
having to change the current rules or do a one-off deal with the incumbents. Using the Enosi Protocol households with 
solar can become prosumers and sell the excess energy from their home solar system to buyers of their choice at prices they 
determine. They will be able to participate in peer-to-peer trading, community-owned generation, and take advantage of 
offers from innovative new energy retailers that benefit from the lower cost structure of the Enosi Platform.

In this decentralised world, costs across the electricity value chain can be dramatically reduced by more efficient use 
of infrastructure, increasing the level of competition with incumbents, and improving the economic signals to market 
participants.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS 
Shifting to Grid 2.0, as supported by the Enosi platform, could potentially result in a 40-60% reduction in household 
electricity costs, as the platform will impact all components of the energy cost.

Using Australia as an example, our estimates show significant cost reductions are possible with the full 
implementation of Grid 2.0. The source of these savings will evolve as the benefit may accrue to different parties within the 
regulated and competitive parts of the supply chain, and some savings will be dependent on regulatory change.

Total 2016-17 Network Wholesale 
electricity

Environmental Retail & other
costs

Retail margin Total Enosi

COST COMPONENT ASSUMPTIONS BENEFIT

Network 
(40% of costs)

● Solar household with 20% of electricity traded with the grid
● Cost reduction due to reduced reliance on HV transmission from central generation sites
● Reduced losses
● Regulation shift towards cost reflective tariffs, better aligning network charges with next 

lowest cost alternative e.g. disconnecting from the grid

~40-60%
relative reduction

Wholesale electricity 
(30% of costs)

● Peer-to-peer trading to pass through savings of localised generation
● Reduction from current wholesale rate of 9.5c/kWh to the rooftop solar LCOE of 6.9 c/kWh
● Assume 80% of electricity requirements met with rooftop solar

~10-15%
relative reduction

Environmental 
(6% of costs)

● Transparent economic price signals to be a major driver of renewables adoption
● Reduced need for government intervention and resulting costs

~10-60% 
relative reduction

Retail costs 
(14% of costs)

● Application of distributed ledger technology to completely automate transactional activity 
and lower cost serve

● Targeted offerings will enable lower costs to acquire/retain customers
● Expected large cost reductions in Ethereum or similar distributed ledger technologies

~30-60%
relative reduction

Retail margin 
(7% of costs)

● Current retail margin to be replaced with transaction fees paid to neo-retailers and EDAOs
● Greater competition to lead to lower overall retail margin

~60-80%
relative reduction

Estimation of potential Grid 2.0 cost reduction, Australia6

6. Source: p.39 https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Retail%20Electricity%20Inquiry%20-%20Preliminary%20report%20-%2013%20November%202017.pdf

Table 3.1 The benefit of implementing Grid 2.0 technologies on each cost component, and the assumptions made in each calculation.

Figure 3.2: An estimation of the potential future cost reduction of implementing Grid 2.0 technologies in Australia. A list of assumptions used to 
estimate each cost component is detailed in Table 3.1 below.
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4. THE ENOSI ECOSYSTEM
Enosi’s critical innovation is fundamentally changing the role of traditional energy retailers by separating their 
wholesale access and customer facing functions:

1. Licensed Retail Supplier: This entity performs wholesale trading functions;
2. Neo-Retailers: These customer focussed entities recruit community members and are able to offer innovative

products and services on the Enosi Platform.

This innovation defuses the ability of large incumbent energy retailers to dominate electricity retailing, with their superior scale 
advantages in the wholesale market, and opens the door for more innovative retail models. 

4.1 ENOSI ECOSYSTEM ACTORS

ACTOR ROLE IN ECOSYSTEM

Licensed Retail Supplier Financially responsible market participant (FRMP), interacting with the wholesale energy market and 
supplier to the retail market. Holds all required licenses.

Neo-Retailer Entity providing a consumer interface to the energy community, including billing and exception 
management functions.

Customer Consumer/prosumer of energy who is a member of a neo-retailer or EDAO.

EDAO Enosi Decentralised Autonomous Organisation. Automates some, if not all, of the functions of a 
neo-retailer without central governance.

Enosi Facilitator of Enosi ecosystem. Manages the staking function for the network.

Oracle Third party metering data provider offering data services to actors in the Enosi network.

Enosi will enable neo-retailers to enter the market by providing many of the required back-end 
energy retail processes built upon market specific, low cost, secure energy retailer tools either 
directly or through a neo-retailer operating in the Enosi ecosystem. 

Table 4.1: A list of key actors in the Enosi ecosystem and a description of each actor’s role.

Figure 4.1: Splitting up the traditional role of an energy retailer into its composite wholesale access and customer selling functions. Importantly, 
the wholesale access functions require a regulatory license, whereas the customer functions can be implemented through new channels.
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Figure 4.2: A high level overview of the Enosi ecosystem. This figure depicts the key actors of the ecosystem, and the hierarchical relationships between them. The 
dotted line indicates the relationships over which the Enosi Protocol applies.

LICENSED RETAIL SUPPLIER

Licensed Retail Suppliers are participating electricity suppliers who source and supply the imbalances of electricity to the 
downstream market. Licensed Retail Suppliers hold a license to conduct this activity in accordance with the regulatory 
requirements of the relevant region. The Enosi platform will allow these Licensed Retail Suppliers to register and advertise 
themselves to Neo-Retailers and EDAOs, creating a marketplace for their services and further competition. 

In return, by offering their services to multiple Neo-Retailers and EDAOs, Licensed Retail Suppliers get access to a larger 
number of customers to which they can supply energy. In addition to this, the Licensed Retail Supplier gets access to many 
more diverse, aggregate load profiles which enables them to better manage their wholesale buying risk and become more 
competitive with the oligopolistic industry incumbents.

Importantly, each customer is registered to a Licensed Retail Supplier so that regulatory obligations are met and imbalances 
in the downstream peer-to-peer markets are fulfilled.

Customers
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NEO-RETAILERS

A Neo-Retailer is an entity, either for profit or not-for-profit, that wishes to supply energy to a group of energy 
consumers but does not possess the required regulatory license. Neo-Retailers will provide tailor-made customer sign up and 
management services. Much of the management functionality will be provided through the Enosi Platform, however certain 
functions such as member acquisition and support will be performed by the neo-retailers themselves. Neo-retailers will often act as 
additional sales channels for Licensed Retail Suppliers, reducing the cost requirements for Licensed Retail Suppliers to acquire 
additional customers.

Neo-retailers will often represent community-based organisations interested in offering their members a community energy 
sharing scheme of some type. For Neo-Retailers, the key benefit to using the Enosi platform is a significant lowering of the 
barriers to entry to providing energy services to customers, primarily because they no longer need to hold a retail license or 
invest in their own bespoke software in order to sell energy to their customers. 

A neo-retailer may also hold a full Retail licence, but only one such licence holder is required for a community to operate. 

CUSTOMERS AND PROSUMERS
Electricity customers such as households and businesses who use the Enosi platform to buy and trade their electricity within their 
community via their Neo-Retailer or EDAO. They retain the security of constant energy supply from the wholesale market 
through the participating Licensed Retail Supplier. 

Customers are a core part of the Enosi ecosystem and will primarily interface with other participants through Enosi applications to 
select their neo-retailer, their pricing plans, and to participate in their community energy scheme. By participating in the Enosi 
ecosystem, customers get much greater choice, transparency, and control over the provenance of their energy and may also gain 
financial benefit from trading energy in the community. 

EDAO

The Enosi platform is powered by smart contracts. These smart contracts allow for communities to form what Enosi calls 
Distributed Autonomous Organisations (DAOs)7. An Enosi DAO (EDAO) is a set of smart contracts that contain a set of specific 
programmatic rules which may only be executed by decentralised consensus of community members who are governed by the 
rules of a particular EDAO.

Each EDAO is intended to function completely autonomously, without the need for centralised parties to make decisions 
for the organisation to achieve its stated goals7. The purpose of the EDAO is to ensure that the functions traditionally 
performed by the existing corporate entities can be carried out without the inefficiency of running a large organisation in a more 
decentralised and democratic fashion.
Enosi believes that using EDAOs to govern and manage the relationships between Licensed Retail Suppliers, Neo-
Retailers, and customers will become the most cost efficient way to meet local regulatory requirements while delivering energy 
services to neo-retailers and their energy community members. delivering energy services to neo-retailers and their energy 
community members.

ORACLES

One crucial component of the ecosystem is the physical interface to the real world, energy metering. Within the Enosi ecosystem 
these participants are called Oracles. Their primary purpose is to inform the platform participants of the customers’ energy 
consumption and production. 

This infrastructure already exists in the form of specialist metering companies or specialised departments of existing grid 
companies. In Australia and other deregulated markets they are called Meter Data Agent companies and perform defined roles as 
Metering Coordinators, Meter Providers and/or Meter Data Providers. 

The entities will deploy and often operate fleets of “smart” interval meters and are subject to regulation, particularly with 
respect to the accuracy of the data provided. An Oracle would also be required to pre-process the data stream before 
submission to the Enosi distributed ledger system for energy transactions.

7. BlockChannel, “What Is A “DAO”? How Do They Benefit Consumers?”, Mar 22, 2016 
https://medium.com/blockchannel/what-is-a-dao-how-do-they-benefit-consumers-f7a0a862f3dc
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4.2 THE ENOSI PROTOCOL

Comparison of core Enosi Protocol Stack with Typical Retail Functions

Figure 4.3: A comparison of the core Enosi stack versus a traditional energy retailer’s functions.

Licensed Retail 
Supplier

Fundamentally, the Enosi protocol exists to reconfigure key actors in the energy supply chain such that new, more efficient 
economic relationships can be formed. It is a protocol to automate trust in the energy supply chain and it is underpinned by 
four key principles:

● Accuracy and Fairness of Billing: Currently, customers have to trust that their retailer bills them 
accurately and fairly. In the Enosi protocol, distributed ledger technology is used to prove the calculation of the 
customer’s energy bill.

● Reliability of Energy Supply: Currently, customers trust their energy retailer will reliably supply them with 
energy from the wholesale market. Decentralised generators trust that retailers will accurately and effectively settle the 
‘overs and unders’ between the wholesale market and downstream customers. Under the Enosi protocol, customers 
and Neo-Retailers trust that their Licensed Retail Supplier will reliably supply them with energy from the wholesale 
market. However, Neo-Retailers are responsible for accurately and effectively settling the demand of the downstream 
markets.

● Security and Veracity of Data: Currently, customers have to trust their energy retailer to keep their data 
secure and accurately maintained. The energy retailer also acts as a gateway from which a customer must ask 
permission to see their own data. Under the Enosi protocol, all Enosi participants can verify the veracity of data 
relevant to them. Customers have control over the accuracy and permission of their data. Data resides encrypted on a 
permissioned distributed ledger and customers provide permission for the storage of their data.

● Trust in Metering Information: As is the case today, all participants trust smart meters and meter data 
providers (Oracles) for metering information. Under the Enosi protocol, the meter data is available to all trading 
parties to validate on a distributed ledger.
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Metering Data Protocol
The first component of the Enosi protocol is defining the way in which data is accessed. The Enosi protocol will provide a 
transparent, auditable and immutable transaction record which accurately and rapidly accounts for each kWh of electricity 
traded on the platform. Crucially, transaction data is only exposed to actors which need to see it, such as other trading parties, 
your Neo-Retailer, or potentially a regulator. At Enosi, we believe in maximal data privacy for the individual. Additionally, all 
Enosi customer data should belong to the customer. Enosi aim, subject to regulatory conditions is that Customers will be able to 
transfer this data to any Neo-Retailer and ideally any Licenced Retailer. 

On the Enosi platform, the data protocol is used to establish and maintain the provenance of the history of a unit of electricity 
(kWh) from when it first came into existence, and through all the transactions that subsequently deal with that unit of 
electricity. Since electricity is fungible and travels according to the laws of physics, rather than any economic directives, it 
is impossible to physically trace a kWh when a consumer chooses to buy electricity from a nominated source. Thus, in this 
case, provenance is a verification that each kWh generated from a particular source is assigned to one and only one customer of 
that energy.  

Regulators can require the ability to track and audit each transactive process in a regulated electricity market in order to ensure its 
smooth operation. With a myriad of different organisations participating in these markets, this requires extensive command 
and control of different market ledgers. 

The Enosi platform enables near real-time monitoring and auditing of trading and operational activity through the use of our 
distributed ledger technology platform. This will help to reduce the regulatory burden on both regulators and market 
participants by providing greater visibility, transparency and up-to-date information for all necessary parties over the market 
and its operations.

Mechanically, this will include reconciliation of transactions for payment settlement, accurate energy usage 
information over required periods of time, customer transfers, and customer-level data required in the event of disputes. 

Due to the unique reporting requirements of each regulator in various countries, Enosi will be focused on finding 
commonality to build a stable protocol while the development and integration of highly customised 
jurisdiction-specific components will need to be created on a case-by-case basis. 

For each confirmed region of operation, it will be possible to adapt the Enosi platform to automatically generate regulatory 
reports and compliance statements taking into consideration specific requirements in particular jurisdiction. 

Energy Trading Protocol
Another crucial component of the Enosi protocol to be developed is the energy trading protocol, starting with peer-to-
peer (P2P) energy trading. P2P trading is the ability for households and businesses with solar PV systems (Prosumers) to 
trade their excess electricity within their community to those without solar (Consumers). P2P markets offer more trading 
options than the standard one-way consumption tariffs, net metering schemes or basic ‘feed-in-tariffs’ offered by 
today’s retail suppliers, but are also more complex to manage, track and verify. 

While it is sensible to limit P2P trading to participants within the same wholesale market jurisdiction (so that retailer is not 
subject to wholesale hedging risks from divergent prices), there is no strong reason why prosumers and consumers 
engaging in trading need to be connected to the same part of the grid or even the same physical grid owner’s infrastructure. 
In most markets the consumer (and not the prosumer) pays the grid transport charges and will therefore not depend on the 
agreed source of the energy. So it is perfectly feasible for a Neo-Retailer to include participants potentially thousands of 
kilometres apart in his P2P community.

Enosi envisions three core types of community trading arrangements:
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Enosi's systems are designed to enable trading across the grid, but are also applicable in isolated networks such as:

Embedded metering communities 
Communities such as estate housing or apartment buildings, where there is a single electricity head meter, allows 
consumers within this community to trade electricity with each other, while sharing the cost of grid access.

Microgrids
Communities that can be fully disconnected from the main electricity grid. The microgrid operator needs an open 
transactive platform to manage the grid and incentivise Prosumers and Consumers to minimise the need for additional 
infrastructure.

Billing and Settlement Protocol

The Enosi platform is built on a foundation of distributed ledger technology and smart contracts. Adopting such 
distributed ledger technologies could contribute significant value in reducing billing costs, as independent industry analysis 

has shown8. In the Australian market where three major retailers have dominant market positions, the cost to the electricity 
retailer to service their customers averages A$80 p.a. per customer9 (US $60). 

By Enosi’s estimates the protocol will enable:

● Reduce the cost of billing to below US $15 p.a. regardless of complexity, through the use of automated smart contracts.

● Reduce other customer service costs through automation and lower exception volumes.

● Increase billing options such as predictive fixed billing, fixed charge monthly billing, near real time transactions and innovative 
usage incentives.

Ultimately a fully compliant billing engine for the jurisdiction can be made available directly on the Enosi platform 
eliminating the need for duplication of Retailer systems.

Additionally, in most markets, settlement is conducted through cumbersome, expensive, and slow centralised processes. 
As a result this reconciliation and settlement process is expensive and can take months to complete. 

A shared ledger approach reduces the time and separate processing required. Operational benefits are achieved if the market 
administrator or regulator has greater real-time visibility over these multi-party trades, compared to the current system which only 
provides a retailer with visibility over their own customers’ data. 

By using the Enosi platform and disintermediating third parties that support the transaction verification process, 
settlement time is substantially reduced and enables retailers, generators, and financial market participants to settle their 
accounts at any specified interval, in near real-time and with lower transaction fees.

Neo-Retailing Protocol
In addition, The Enosi Protocol will include a Neo-Retailing component that will provide:

● The functionality for Neo-Retailers to be created and attached to a specific community.

● Standardised customer sign up and member management functionality.

● The ability for Neo-Retailers to switch to different Licensed Retail Suppliers.

● A market for aggregate load profile matching between Licensed Retail Suppliers and Neo-Retailers.

● Customers the ability to quickly switch between Neo-Retailers.

8. Marchment Hill Consulting. IBM & AGL Peer-to-Peer Distributed Ledger Technology Assessment, Oct 2017,
https://arena.gov.au/assets/2017/10/Final-Report-MHC-AGL-IBM-P2P-DLT.pdf 

9. Source: Major Australian retailer annual reports and regulatory filings 
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4.4 FUTURE APPLICATIONS
Neo-Retailer’s and other third party service providers have the ability to offer products and services (Applications) over and above 
the core transactional components the Neo-Retailer and Licensed Retail Supplier must provide (the Enosi Protocol). Potential 
future applications may include:

Carbon Credit Verification and Trading: The data on the Enosi Platform could be used as a verification service to settle carbon 
trading and other carbon credit requirements. 

Fractionalisation of Community Owned Generation: The Enosi platform enables financed and collective (community-owned) 
solar and wind generation farms, with members receiving either a proportional share of the electricity generated or the financial 
returns from the sale of this electricity (also known as the fractionalisation of energy). Combining this application with the Enosi 
energy trading protocol has added benefit of allowing direct sale to retail and/or peer to peer trading of that energy produced. 
Being direct-to-consumer, this could provide improved return on investment for solar farms.

Wholesale Market Trading: Eventually, the Enosi platform will be able to automate many of the wholesale market trading 
functions currently performed by Licensed Retail Suppliers. Depending on the regulation within the specific market, this will 
require that the system performs the following functions: 

● Purchase of electricity sold to consumers

● Forward procurement to cover expected sale to consumers

● Forecasting of electricity purchase requirements

● Hedging trading positions taken

● Financial management and exposure

● Prosumer Optimisation Analytics
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5. ENOSI’S UNIQUE APPROACH
Many blockchain energy projects to date have sought to collaborate with larger incumbent utilities. Whilst this could 
theoretically push large numbers of customers towards these platforms, the Enosi team’s experience is that these larger 
players have little interest in expanding such programs beyond a small pilot level. In our view it is likely that these utilities are 
seeking to simply ‘stay abreast of the technology’ and position themselves for defensive responses to disruption, rather than 
become disruptors themselves.

It is our belief, based on years of energy experience, that partnering with these larger incumbent utilities in the short term is 
short-sighted. Incumbent utilities have very little interest in disrupting their own business models.

In contrast, Enosi is actively working with the solar industry, community energy proponents and disruptive retail players, 
enabling new business models from outside the cosy world of the electricity oligarchs. This longer term view of shifting the 
fundamental industry dynamics best supports our mission. Enosi is a member of Pledge 1% and takes 
it commitment to cleaner cheaper energy for all very seriously.  Energy is an essential need - the 
cheaper, cleaner and more accessible it is to all, the better off all the world becomes. 

The Platform can facilitate the clean revolution and be an instigator of change for the better of society and humanity but Enosi 
Australia cannot do this alone. Together with some of its Partners, Enosi established the Enosi Foundation to accelerate the uptake 
of the Platform and provide a mechanism for assisting those in need. 

Our fundamental believe is Prosumers deserve a platform built for their interest, a trusted source to optimise when they 
buy and sell their energy - one designed by global energy market experts, yet one that can be tailored by local 
energy experts to meet the requirements of the hundreds of individual energy markets globally. Our goal is to have the Powered by 
Enosi byline synonymous with Prosumer energy trading. 

Underlying our approach the billing, trading, customer management and on-boarding software will significantly lower 
the barriers to entry for disruptive Neo-Retailers. This will go a long way towards achieving Enosi’s goal of fast 
tracking the transition towards the Prosumer centric Grid 2.0. Grid 2.0 needs small businesses, the innovators and 
entrepreneurs, who want to change the world of energy. These are the actors that Enosi is empowering, letting the Prosumer 
trade their energy.

Enosi's App will trade your energy for you anywhere 
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6. COMMUNITY ENERGY GROUPS
Community Energy Groups create the leverage needed for Enosi to gain traction with the Platform. The following discussion 
describe how the Enosi Protocols would work in practice.  

One of the key principles of the Enosi platform is to split the existing role of the energy retailer into two: the “Neo-retailer” role 
(who recruits the members of the community and manages its rules and operations) and the “Licenced Supplier” (who ensures 
compliance with energy regulation and provides access to the wholesale market)

The neo-retailer role is filled by any community or commercial organisation with a membership or customer base interested in 
getting better, more flexible arrangements for their electricity supply. The Licenced Supplier can be any registered contestable 
market retailer willing to participate in the scheme.  Enosi has arrangements already in place with two such licenced suppliers in 
Australia and discussions underway with several others in Australia, USA and Japan. 

“Energy Community Members”  are required to transfer their retail energy contract to the participating Licenced Supplier and sign 
up to the community scheme and rules through the Neo-Retailer.  They can be located anywhere on the grid where the Licenced 
Supplier operates. Once the community is operational they will trade energy between themselves.

Each member of the community will require a smart meter. Enosi is hardware agnostic for this but most jurisdictions are likely to 
dictact what standards and certifications these meters need to meet.  For most solar owners in Australia the data source will be 
their existing smart meter, but some consumers with ‘dumb meters’ will need to upgrade to a smart meter to measure their 
consumption on a half hourly basis.

Figure 6.1: Enosi Model for Community trading

6.1 COMMUNITY FUNCTIONS
A set of Enosi applications will be provided for the community members and the Neo-Retailer to use.  These components will 
perform the transactional activity required to match and settle community trades, such as receiving metering data, setting prices 
and priorities and calculating trading results.  Enosi software interfaces with the licenced retailer to facilitate sign-up, metering 
services and settlement of trades.  By designing the solution to fit entirely within current regulations, we aim to encourage 
widespread adoption immediately – without relying on new regulations or construction of micro-grids etc.
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Establishment and Sign-up

The Enosi tools will enable a neo-retailer scheme to be created and attached to a specific instance of the platform on the cloud.  
Customers will be able to sign up to a neo-retailer from their device using a simple web form or app. The Enosi Platform will 
provide functionality for the neo-retailer to add new customers and manage their interactions with the system under their own 
brand. 

Community Trading Rules and Preferences

The neo-retailer establishing the community scheme can set its own trading rules (if any) which will take precedence over 
individual trades.  For instance, the neo-retailer may have invested in a solar plant and requires the members to purchase its output 
before trading with each other. 

The community members then identify their own preferred trading partners within the community -  with whom they agree to 
trade (and at what prices).  The rules allow for individual bi-lateral trades as well as a community market clearing mechanism where 
consumers set say a maximum price they will pay, and solar producers set a minimum price they will accept.  Currently prices are 
set for the whole day. Future releases will enable variation across the day.

Metering and Monitoring

The Platform integrates with the metering data provided to the Licenced Supplier to enable their trading. Members will have access 
to their production, consumption and trading data via a web application and/or mobile app.

Trading Rules

Once the trading rules are set and data is being collected, trading commences according the rules and settings provided by the neo-
retailer and the members.

In this model the peer-to-peer trades effectively settle first within the community, between the participants.  Note that the 
community scheme does not have to balance (generation ≠ consumption) because the Licenced Retail Supplier will be a participant 
and will sell (or buy) electricity to the customers (at his standard rates) to cover any imbalances in the P2P scheme. 

Settlement and Billing

The platform will provide integration services to the Licenced Retail Supplier who has access to the relevant wholesale electricity 
market.

The critical service is to inform the Supplier of the nett results of the trades undertaken by each member in the community.  The 
Supplier then credits or debits each member’s regular energy bill.
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6.2 ENOSI COMMUNITY ARCHITECTURE
Due to the private nature of customer energy data, scalability constraints of current public blockchains, and the natural topology 
of the energy market, a permissioned mesh network is the most appropriate architecture for the energy trading components 
of the Enosi platform.

As described above, Neo-Retailers and Licensed Retail Suppliers will be required to to be permissioned on to the Enosi 
distributed ledger. This permissioning is performed by Enosi on a public blockchain such as Ethereum and allow the 
permissioned actor access to the Enosi distributed ledger network. Enosi has chosen R3'3 Corda DLT as the primary trading ledger.

On this distributed ledger network, individual actors connect using a standard set of smart contracts. In this scenario, no private 
data is shared beyond the required participants, even in encrypted form. In other words, nodes only connect to those nodes with 
which they are doing business.

For more detail on the Enosi technical architecture, refer to our ‘green paper’11.

Figure 6.2: A high level overview of the Enosi hybrid distributed ledger architecture. Smart contracts on the public Ethereum blockchain act as a 
permissioning system in order to allow participants to enter the Enosi network. Connections between nodes show consensus.

11. https://github.com/enosi/green-paper/blob/master/enosi-green-paper.pdf 

https://github.com/enosi/green-paper/blob/master/enosi-green-paper.pdf
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6.5 GLOBAL MARKET APPLICABILITY AND APPROACH
The success of Enosi is directly correlated to the number of energy community members and the average energy customer’s 
annual bill, Enosi will adopt a proactive approach to global expansion of the Platform.

The global market for electricity is circa $US 1.6 Trillion and Enosi belive is this will grow to $US 5 Trillion as more and more 
fossils fuel uses are replaced by electricity.  Enosi's model is designed to apply as widely as possible to this electrification of 
everything'. Initially however, markets offering fully deregulated retail supply create the strongest opportunity, and 
account for some 600 million potential users globally.

The platform can also be applied in monopoly markets but would require the cooperation of the incumbent utility.

Enosi is establishing businesses in Australia, the United States and Japan, and is working on establishing a foothold in European 
markets where the energy markets are deregulated.

Australia
Enosi Australia has built the first protocols and the P2P applications. The product went live with Energy Locals (a Licencsed 
Retail Supplier) in March 2019.

There are over 9 million households in Australia and over 2 million actively trading businesses.  Australia requires no change in 
regulations for the business model to operate successfully.  The prerequisite is only that a Licensed Retail Supplier is attached to 
each energy community to provide access to wholesale markets and meet regulatory obligations on behalf of 
the customers. Enosi has already partnered with a number of Licensed Retail Suppliers for this purpose. 

Smart metering in Australia is well established. The State of Victoria, for example, has over 2 million homes and businesses 
already connected to smart meters. The Platform successfully processes smart meter data received from the market. 

6.3 TRANSACTION FEES AND ACCESS COSTS
Depending on the design of the community energy scheme, transaction fees can be calculated and collected through the Enosi 
platform.  For example:

• The neo-retailer may be remunerated in transaction fees (either fixed monthly, per transaction or a small percentage of
transaction value)

• Enosi Australia will collect their fees

Secondly, to reduce credit risk of end customer and any bad behaviour by any Neo’s, there may be a requirement to lodge a bond or 
digital access tokens called Jouls. The Licensed Retailer will determine the access bond requirement, but if required the bond is 
expected to be the equivalent to 1 month’s energy bill or approx. A$130 per member. 
The agreement between the Licence Holder and the Neo-Retailer will determine who is responsible for the bond or Jouls.

Further Functions for Community Energy Groups
In the longer term Enosi is building the full vertical stack of retail energy functions.  Initially the system relies on the Licenced 
Retail Supplier’s billing system to perform the final billing and payment collection from each of the members.  But in later releases 
the Enosi platform will include these functions so that they can be performed through the neo-retailer directly, and nett payments 
are made to the Supplier, thereby reducing the costs for all.
Other planned functions include:

• Collateralisation of the bond/JOUL stake:  Platform applications will be available to allow sharing of credit and wholesale risk 
using this pool of collateral, to the benefit of members and the Licenced Retail Supplier.

• Virtual power plant and demand management monetisation.  In this application the community as a whole may benefit from 
aggregating their generation outputs (or agreed demand reductions)

• Renewable Energy Financing.
• Loyalty Points and Referrals:  Members can be rewarded for referring new members and for staying in the scheme.  The 

larger the scheme the greater opportunities to share the benefits of community owned resources.
• Community Energy Groups:  Processes to participate in democratic voting processes to agree new rules for their community.
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United States

With the advice of the California Clean Energy Fund and subject matter energy experts in the United States, Enosi has a well 
defined strategy. The United States has 126 million households and circa 30m businesses. Furthermore, many States have 
legislation that allows for consumer choice aggregator (CCA) structures that essentially involve communities coming 
together to combine their purchasing power. With the Enosi Platform, these CCA’s can now potentially offer community 
energy trading services and products to their customers.

Enosi’s US operations will involve establishing the partner network and adapting the P2P application for the American 
jurisdictions. 

Japan
Japan is the 4th largest energy consumer globally. Recent deregulation has changed the dynamics of the retail market and 
importantly, by 2025 it is estimated that some 80 million households will have smart meters. These are the essential 
requirements for the Enosi Platform to be immediately applicable.

In Japan, Enosi will initially concentrate on building the partner network and understanding the regulatory 
requirements to enable the Platform, and in particular the P2P application, to be adopted for local conditions. There are 
currently over 300 small energy retailers in Japan, and Enosi is in talks with a number of them with a view to establishing 
Enosi-supported business models such as P2P trading and community solar schemes. 
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Q3 2018 MVP Prototype
The first wave of development was completed in collaboration with partner organisations Solar Analytics (as a Neo-
Retailer) and Energy Locals (our first Licensed Retail Supplier). Results of this trial are available on our website.

Q1 2019 Platform Release 1
The first production release of the Enosi Platform connects solar owners with non-solar owners through a shared electricity 
trading platform in the Australian market. This platform enables solar homeowners or businesses to select from a range of 
options for how they sell their surplus solar, and non-solar households to choose from whom and at what price they want to buy 
this surplus solar.

Q3 2019 Enosi Protocols V2
In early 2019 Enosi will be extending the core elements of the platform to interface with metering oracles, and create the 
architectural service model for billing and settlement.

Q1 2020 Enosi Platform V2
In early Q1 we are targeting the second release of the Platform, to include trade settlement functionality and billing system 
integration. Additional dApps will be available for functions such as customer sign-up automation, fractionalisation and time-of-
use trading.

Q3 2020 New Markets
In the second half of 2020 Enosi will extend the functional capabilities of the platform to include retail market 
integration functions. We also expect to be working with our partners to adapt the core protocols and API to suit other global 
jurisdictions such as US and Japanese markets. Work will be underway on automating access to wholesale markets in 
collaboration with Licensed Retail Suppliers.

Q4 2020 Enosi Platform V3
For the third production release additional retail automation capabilities will include customer transfers and 
transaction enablement for neo-retailers. The Retail technology stack needs to include integration with wholesale markets, 
and development of initial analytics to support this trading, such as supply and demand forecasting, trade aggregation and 
Prosumer optimisation capabilities will be focus of this release.

Beyond 2020
In parallel with core retail protocol development, a series of Apps will be developed by Enosi (and its partners) to enable 
customer sign-up, energy monitoring and other energy community functions using the core data available in the blockchain 
and other innovations proposed by neo-retailers to enhance customer engagement and network effects. We also expect to be 
supporting the rollout of the core Enosi protocols and applications for multiple international markets. Over the planning 
horizon we anticipate iterative development of the core protocols to take advantage of on-going innovation in the 
blockchain technology space and further maturity of energy market deregulation worldwide.

7. ROADMAP

Q3 2018 Q1 2019 Q3 2019 Q1 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 BEYOND 2020

MVP
Solar Analytics  & 
Energy Locals  

Platform Release
P2P  & 

Community Trading 

Enosi Protocols v2 
Metering & 
Settlements

Enosi Platform v2
Prosumer Apps & 
Fractionalisation 

New Markets
Integrations US & 
Japan Markets

Enosi Platform v3
Wholesale  Markets 
 and Analytics

Enosi Platform v4
Future Developments 
Batteries and EV's 
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8. PARTNERS

Enosi’s partnership program is well underway with two Licensed Retail Suppliers already making agreements to 
cooperate in the development of the platform. This ecosystem will rapidly expand as the results of trials and 
partners’ successes are publicised, and the merits of Prosumer focused efficient technology are understood.

Melbourne based energy retailer Energy Locals will work with Enosi on the user 
requirements and design of the P2P trading and customer applications. In many ways 
Energy Locals presents an ideal profile as a user of our technology since they so closely 
share the vision of industry disruption.

Their mission is clear:

“Our purpose is to kill the traditional energy model, so that Australians customers can use as 
much clean energy as they need to live comfortable lives at a great value price they can 
control.  We achieve that through a fixed rate model and partnerships with organisations 
that add complementary technology or services, each of which reduce customers’ reliance on 
the traditional grid.”

A key partner and founder of Enosi, Solar Analytics will become a Neo-Retailer in the Enosi 
ecosystem.  Solar Analytics will also be a trusted ‘Oracle’ with their world leading solar 
home energy management service that others on the Enosi Platform will be able to 
access.  Solar Analytics are also providing assistance in the P2P Platform design, by 
sharing their experience with the P2P Platform (off chain) they have recently built. 

Solar Analytics brings to Enosi and its Retailer partners the potential to tap into their 29,000 
household customers and their network of 500+ solar partners. In the spirit of open 
competition Solar Analytics are encouraging these solar partners to be either 
distributors of SA’s Neo Retail offer, to join SA’s EDAO as a Neo-Retailer under 
Energy Locals Retail Licence, or to initiate their own EDAO.

Importantly Solar Analytics have been openly sharing their analysis of their own 
customer base, which includes showing that approximately 55% of solar electricity is 
exported, at an average per site of 8.4kWh/day.

Wattwatchers is an Australian-based energy technology company specialising in 
accurately monitoring and controlling electricity at circuit-level in real time over the 
internet. The Wattwatchers solution suite answers the question of ‘Where do you get the data 
for that?’ for the digitization of electricity systems independently of traditional 
market metering, and focuses on unlocking granular data ad remote switching 
capabilities behind the meter for the clean, distributed and ‘Internet of Things’ era for 
energy. Its intelligent, ultra-compact, highly-flexible devices are architected to work 
with a wide range of communications, software and other hardware; support multiple 
APIs on a fully-scalable energy data cloud platform; deploy across residential, 
commercial and industrial, and utility use cases; hold key international certifications for 
electrical and telecommunications safety; and are operational in commercial rollouts, 
pilots or test installations in a dozen countries on six continents.
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California Clean Energy Fund (CalCEF)’s purpose is to support investment in clean 
energy technologies with a focus on commercialization. CalCEF has expertise in 
managing programs particularly for clean energy startup incubation and acceleration within 
the clean energy ecosystems in California and worldwide and will provide program 
management services as a mission-aligned partner to Enosi. Enosi and the California Clean 
Energy Fund have announced a partnership to enable entrepreneurs and communities 
around the world to compete with ‘big energy’ using Enosi’s blockchain based  
platform.

CalCEF runs the largest ecosystem organization of entrepreneurs and investors making 
our clean energy transition a reality, known as New Energy Nexus. The network 
includes 7,000+ entrepreneurs, 100+ outreach partners and accelerators in over 30 
countries around the world.  CalCEF Managing Director Danny Kennedy and New Energy 
Nexus cofounder said, “Our goal is to incubate and accelerate the next 100,000 clean 
energy startups worldwide.  The Enosi blockchain will help those startups compete by 
managing market risk and lowering costs for consumers. We have been looking for a 
blockchain solution like this.”

New South Wales based electricity retailer Enova Energy is working with Enosi to apply 
the platform to its particular community based energy programs. Established in 2016, Enova 
Energy made Australian history as the country’s first community-owned renewable energy 
retailer.

National Renewable Group (NRG) design, sell, install and maintain premium, 
affordable solar panel and energy storage systems.  NRG have a national reputation fr 
providing expert solar panel system service and support.

NRG’s objective is similar to Enosi’s as they want to give simple access to their clients 
to renewable energy by helping them to manage their solar installations for maximum 
benefit. They will work with Enosi on defining the needs of suitable retail products on the 
platform and exploring neo-retailing opportunities.

Freshwater Capital is providing Enosi with their financing expertise to assist with solar 
and energy efficient financing that enables solar installers and similar the ability to offer 
power purchase agreements and other financing options to their customers without the need 
for third party intermediaries.

Block8 is Australia’s leading blockchain venture studio. They joint venture with 
leading companies and domain experts to incubate innovative applications with 
worldwide disruptive potential. These applications transform business models and disrupt 
industries, using the unique qualities of blockchain technology. Block8’s most recent projects 
include Havven and myStake.

Enosi has signed a Memorandum of understanding with UNSW underpinning 
agreements for cooperative work on UNSW-led research programs such as modelling smarter 
energy communities.

The details, credentials and potential contributions of additional Enosi Partners will be 
provided in future releases of the draft whitepaper, subject to confidentiality.
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Steve Hoy 
CEO Enosi 

Steve is a global utility industry executive and recognised subject matter expert in smart grid 
and distributed energy resource management systems. He has over 35 years experience in 
engineering, IT and strategy concentrating on the utilities sector, most recently leading a team 
of subject matter experts in grid operations and engineering systems as part of IBM’s Global 
Center of Competence for Energy & Utilities. Steve has a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) in 
Power Engineering.

9. TEAM & ADVISORS

Bill Barden 
COO Enosi 

Bill Barden brings 25 years banking and finance experience to Enosi including six years in 
venture capital concentrating on new technology. Bill is an Australian Financial Services 
Licensee, responsible manager and compliance officer. 

Dr. Renate Egan 
Co-founder Enosi 

Renate Egan has been leading one of world’s largest Photovoltaic (PV) R&D teams for over 10 
years. She is a globally recognised PV scientist and industry leader and represents Australia on 
the International Energy Agency and is Chair of the Australian PV Institute.

Stefan Jarnason
Co-founder Enosi

Stefan is a solar industry pioneer with two decades of global technical and company leadership 
across the solar industry value chain. He is an internationally-recognised solar expert who 
established international best practice in PV lifetime testing, created the world’s first modular 
rooftop solar system, founded a world-leading solar home energy management company, and is 
the holder of several solar patents. 

Dr. John Laird 
Co-founder Enosi 

John is the acting CTO of Enosi and co-founder of Solar Analytics, where he designed and 
implemented Australia’s largest solar monitoring and home energy management solution. He 
was also the winner of multiple NICTA and UNSW academic awards in computer science and 
has in-depth experience with real-time sensor and data streaming applications in complex 
ecosystems. 

Valantis Vais
Co-founder Enosi

Valantis is a serial entrepreneur with multiple successful solar ventures to his name. He worked 
with Australia’s largest companies as part of the Boston Consulting Group and now with KKR 
private equity group. He has an MBA from the University of California at Berkeley, Haas School 
of Business. Val holds three patents in solar cell research.

ENERGY EXPERTS
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Tim Bass  
Co-founder & CEO Block8 

Tim Bass is a Solutions Architect with 13 years experience in IT infrastructure and cloud 
technologies. He has deep technical experience designing highly available, flexible and scalable 
cloud architectures across a wide range of customers. He is passionate about building the next 
generation of decentralised applications using Blockchain technologies, and believes 
decentralised peer-to-peer systems will revolutionise financial interactions for all people.

Samuel Brooks 
Blockchain Lead Havven

Samuel Brooks is Chief Technology Officer at Block8. He has a degree in Electrical Engineering 
from UNSW and has over 10 years experience in both the financial services and energy 
industries in both technical and managerial roles. He started working on blockchains in 2014, 
and now leads the technical solution architecture for the Enosi project.

Matthew Hale 
Co-Founder at Everty 

Matthew Hale is a solutions architect at Block8. He graduated from UNSW with a BSc 
(Advanced) and BA and subsequently has more than 2 years experience working on projects in 
both the blockchain and energy sectors, such as Everty, a P2P electric vehicle charging network 
and EV charging management platform. At Enosi, Matt is responsible for delivering 
technical solutions.
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Paul Fox 
Strategic Development Enosi

Paul Fox is the Managing Director of Blockchain Pacific Capital. Paul has held technology 
investment roles at AGL Energy, Southern Cross Ventures, the California Clean Energy Fund and 
Flex. He worked in Silicon Valley for 14 years as an executive, startup CEO and venture 
capitalist. He was a strategy consultant during the deregulation of the energy industry in the 
1990s.

Stephanie Bashir
Founder Nexa Advisory

Former Senior Director Public Policy at AGL. A passionate energy disruptor, who delivers 
strategic and ethical solutions, Stephanie has proven success with more than 16 years working 
for energy market leaders in complex, matrix style environments. Stephanie has held leadership 
roles spanning the energy value chain in technical, commercial, strategic, policy and advisory; 
with expertise in energy market policy and regulation, energy technologies, innovation, customer 
centricity, networks and grid modernisation.  

Dr. Karel Nolles
Head of Product Clean Energy Derivatives Corporation

Karel was a Founding Director of the UNSW Centre for Energy and Environmental markets from 
2004 to 2007 where his research focus was on the design of electricity markets around the 
world. Karel later worked in the Macquarie Capital Utilities and Climate Change business 
(2007-2013) where he was responsible for a wide range of energy and carbon related 
transactions. Karel was later seconded from Macquarie to be the Managing Director of the 
NextGen electricity brokerage business. Karel was a consultant to the Australian Energy Market 
Commission in 2013, and then Head of Market Design for Society One in 2014-2016. Karel is the 
Head of Product for Clean Energy Derivatives Corp designing and negotiating CfD products to 
provide revenue risk management for the Australian renewables sector

Fleur Edwards  
Director of Marketing Enosi

Fleur is a Certified Practising Marketer with over 15 years in marketing and strategy for 
not-for-profits and internet marketing ventures. Fleur received an undergraduate degree in 
Economics from UWA, and two master’s degrees in Marketing (UNSW) and Management 
(University of Melbourne). 
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10. LEGAL
This white paper is an information paper subject to update and further regulatory review. This paper does not constitute an offer 
of any kind. Any forthcoming offer of sale of equity in Enosi Australia Jor sale of JOUL Tokens will have its own Terms of Sale 
Document. Should an sale or token sale be forthcoming this whitepaper will be subject to final regulatory review and governed by 
a revised paper and the Terms of Sale Document will prevail in the event of any inconsistency with the white paper here or in the 
future. Accordingly, any eventual decision to buy equity or Joul tokens must only be made following receipt of the final offer 
documents. 

In any event this paper is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other regulated offer document. It has not been 
endorsed by, or registered with, any governmental authority or regulator. The distribution and use of this paper, including any 
related advertising or marketing material, and the eventual sale of tokens, may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions and 
potential purchasers of tokens must inform themselves about those laws and observe any such restrictions. If you come into 
possession of this paper whilst the equity or JOUL Tokens are being offered for sale, you should seek advice on, and observe any 
such restrictions relevant to your jurisdiction, including without limitation the applicable restrictions set out in the Regulators’ 
Statements on Initial Coin Offerings at the website of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (“IOSCO”) 
(https://www.iosco.org/publications/?subsection=ico-statements). Restrictions are subject to rapid change. If you fail to comply 
with such restrictions, that failure may constitute a violation of applicable law. By accessing this paper, you agree to be bound by 
this requirement.

KING & WOOD MALLESONS
King & Wood Mallesons (KWM) is a multinational law firm engaged by Enosi Australia. KWM is the first and only global legal 
firm that is based in Asia, and is the largest legal firm that has its head office in regions other than USA or Europe. In 2015, it 
ranked in top 30 in terms of number of attorneys and sales, and is the sixth largest law firm in the world.
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